
Stockholm Virtual Sports 

Sports Coach Simulator Limited will be launching the HD Super Simulator at the PGA Merchandise Show on their booth 965, 

beside the leading names in the Golf Industry. Clients and Distributors are welcome to review the most advanced technology 

on the market, using Infrared 3D high speed camera technology. Integrating both the GPS Golf Simulator and the HD Sports 

Simulator together, creates the world’s first HD Super Simulator. Ensuring revenues are maximised for centres, with facilities 

busy 365 days of the year, due to all the most popular sports being available. 

Sweden now boasts the largest Multi Sports 
Simulator centre worldwide, with 6 HD Sports 
Simulators, setup to appeal for Sports,  
Recreation and Amusement in the Stockholm 
area. Players are able to compete on 180 
tournament courses around the world and 
currently on 14 other sports. Unipeg Riviera 
has been developed in a basement close to 
the city centre, it is already busy with the most 
popular sports being played are Golf, Football,  
Ice Hockey and Bandy. 
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Virtual Olympics London 

The Ultimate Birthday Party recently happened using 4 HD Sports Simulators at one location. Guests were divided up into 4 
teams of 6 girls in each team, competing on each of the 4 simulators and on 8 separate sports. Guests competed on  
Football, Tennis, Golf and Field Hockey, then eat the birthday meal, whilst the 4 simulator sports were changed to Rugby 
Union, Putting, Ice Hockey and Soccer Golf. Party guests then competed on the other 4 sports, with each player scores  
noted, to decide the winning team. The winning team gave out a great scream at presentation, one 11 year old commented 
“the best party I have ever been too” Virtual Family Entertainment is The Growth Industry.    
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Recently a new home in Kingston, London had an extensive 50m x 40m large basement constructed. Generating a state 
of the art games room, featuring a fully fitted gym, treatment rooms, wine cellar, cinema, two motor racing simulators,  
full size ten pin bowling alley and the centre piece being a gps platinum golf simulator. The surround simulator is installed 
beside the cinema, divided by an electronic screen. When the client plays golf, he presses a button on his iPhone and the 
curtain rises, the projectors and computer switch on and he is ready to play golf. 

Sports Coach Simulator Limited, Curtis Road, Dorking, London, England. 

 Tel +44 (0) 1306 741888  Email: Sales@Sports-Coach.com    

Web: WWW.Sports-Coach.com   Blog: http://Sports-Coach-Systems.Blogspot.com 

 

Manufacturer of Golf Simulators and GPS Architecture Developer 

A company in Stuttgart has installed a Golf Simulator for the sole use of its staff and clients, as a reward scheme. Golfers 
are now able to practise their driving, chipping and putting on 12 separate golf holes during their lunchtime. After work 
staff are playing rounds of golf on many of the same tournament courses as used on the PGA and European tours.  
Using the latest infrared technology ensures that the picture quality on the high definition projected image, is perfect.   

Hotel Resort Finland 

Hämeenlina Aulanko is the first hotel in Finland to install the HD Super Simulator, which is being run independently to 
maximum revenues from guests wishing to play rounds of golf or being entertained playing different sports.  
The HD Super Simulator complements the existing leisure offerings, such as 6-lane bowling, modern spa, wellness clinic,  
fitness centre and horseback riding. The hotel is located close to Helsinki beside a beautiful lake and many golf courses. 

Stuttgart Company Simulator 
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